Smooth functional and structural maps on the neocortex via orthonormal bases of the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
Functional and structural maps, such as a curvature, cortical thickness, and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) maps, indexed over the local coordinates of the cortical manifold play an important role in neuropsychiatric studies. Due to the highly convoluted nature of the cerebral cortex and image quality, these functions are generally uninterpretable without proper methods of association and smoothness onto the local coordinate system. In this paper, we generalized the spline smoothing problem (Wahba, 1990) from a sphere to any arbitrary two-dimensional (2-D) manifold with boundaries. We first seek a numerical solution to orthonormal basis functions of the Laplace-Beltrami (LB) operator with Neumann boundary conditions for a 2-D manifold M then solve the spline smoothing problem in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (r.k.h.s.) of real-valued functions on manifold M with kernel constructed from the basis functions. The explicit discrete LB representation is derived using the finite element method calculated directly on the manifold coordinates so that finding discrete LB orthonormal basis functions is equivalent to solving an algebraic eigenvalue problem. And then smoothed functions in r.k.h.s can be represented as a linear combination of the basis functions. We demonstrate numerical solutions of spherical harmonics on a unit sphere and brain orthonormal basis functions on a planum temporale manifold. Then synthetic data is used to quantify the goodness of the smoothness compared with the ground truth and discuss how many basis functions should be incorporated in the smoothing. We present applications of our approach to smoothing sulcal mean curvature, cortical thickness, and functional statistical maps on submanifolds of the neocortex.